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Chapter I

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM
a

The Education and Experience in Engineering'(0) Program
offers radical departures from conventional undergraduate
curricula:

it is interdisciplinary, it integrates liberal

arts studies into thebtechnical curriculum, and it employs
new approaches to learnihg arid learning evaluation.

This program has been in preparation for several years
and has receivea much encouragement and support from
educa-tors in universities, and goVernment.agencies.

It

is being,supported by the National Science Foundation*.

The first year of a five-year program (one planning and
four implementation years) was devoted to development
and refinement of many of the educational concepts which
are included in the new curriculum.

The second year

(the present one) is the first of implementation with
29 students participating.

Thirty to thirty-five freshmen

will be added each year during the next three years until
the total student complement of between 140 and 150 studentt
is reached.

The reasons for developing the new approach to undergraduate
engineering education have been given elsewhere.**

Here,.

only experiences which were obtained during'the firs6wo
years of the program will be.reported.° The program 4_
is designed to educate highly competent engineers who
*NSF Grant No. GY9300
**Torda, T.P. and E3 Staff, "Education and Experience in
Engineering--the E3 Program", Illinois InstitulA of
Technology, Chicaric Illinois, May, 1972

"An In !rim Progres; Report on the Education
and Experience in Engineering (DI) Program", Presented
at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Winter
Annual Meeting, New York, New York, November 26-30, 1972:
Torda,

a
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1

not only are able to develop the nedessary technology
according to Cie needs of society, but also are able and
willing to assume responsibility to assure that such
innovation proceeds with a minimum of side effects harmful
4

to the human race.

The E3 Program
4

Engineers are problem-solvers and. projects form the basis

.of the E3 Program from entrance through graduation;

The

problem-solving effOrt is. carried out by Imallimm
consisting of undergraduate students from all foUr yeart.

Supervision and guidance are supplied by faculty members
from the variOus acadimic.fields involved in each'problem.

There are important reasons for the particular grouping of
the students:

Each problem may be approached on several levels of sophistication.

Such grouping is conducive to the development of an

.

apprentice-tutorial relationship.
It offers opportunities for consolidation of acquired
knowleage (those at higher levels strengthen their know-

ledge and experience by repeated re-use while teaching
those 4t rower levels of competence).
It helps develop leadership (managerial) qualities in
students.

The students in charge of proSects act as mana-

gers and acquire the aLtitudes necessary for planning
tasks, experience the responsibility for carrying them
out, and develop an ability to inspire others and guide
them to cooperative performance and group responsibility.

By planned rotation of task leadership, all Students have
the opportunity of experiencing managerial duties and
responsibilities.

The problem-solving method used throughout four years of
study serves to develop creative attitudes and to increase

6

,

and integrate knowledge.

The problems posed are broad

in scopes so that knowledge from many disciplinesomust be
used in their solution; the problems must require new
knowledge, information, attitudes, and experiences.

The

problem-solving Process provides proper motivation- for

learning because the student appreciates the usefulness
of various disciplines.

The project work is supplemented by leCtures, directed

inttijmilitudy., and seminars.

The lectures are given

in all fields (technology, natural sciences, humanities,
social sciences).

The basic content of the engineering

education is contained in guided self-stuty. material,

called "learning modules".

Grou0 discussions, as well as

g6

seminar presentations, are vItal elements of the program
at several stages of problem solving.

An intensive pro-

gram in the communication skills (oral, written, and graphic)
is part of the education of the E3 student.

Flexible

laboratory/workshop.facilities are available for experimentation and model testing.

Objectives

.

The E3 Program embracestwo major objectives:
Education of engineers to high level interdisciplinary
competence so that they may be able to solve problems
within technological, social, economic, legal, etc.,
constraints.

Achievement of proper motivation for students to obtain
this high educational level.

Great emphasis is pl'aced on the non-technical factors

The problem solving

involved in engineering solutions.

process helps in motivation for learning and in developing
apprentice-tutorial relationship between students and
faculty.

Definition of the major objectives helped in eliminating
,

I.

some of the conventional methods used in training engtneers
and alIdwed substitUtiop of more approprfate techniques:
The liberal arts education is integrated into the technological curriculum.

The students learn to pbtain new knowledge and apply it to,
the Solution of the problem they attack.

Comprehensive evaluation'techniques havObeen developed
and are used as additional educational tools;

The 0 student works on real pmblems-and this makes his,'
activities meaningful and rewarding.'
The E

3

student works (Kith his fellow students and faculty

in small groups.

V

,
1

How Does E3 _Work

By the end of the first year, the participating faculty
froM engineering, the natural sciences, and the humanities
and social sciences developed the guidelines cf the planned
curriculum.

The processes in defining ofproblems, handling

projects, seminars, etc., were worked out; laboratory and
workshop facilities were established; evaluation of student
growth and of the E3 rrogram were planned.

The fall of 1972 brought the first group of s'tudents (27

freshmen and 2 sophmores) into the program and with them
came the problem of settling them into a new environment
and into a work style they were not used fb.

This problem

of.adaptation was approached by facing the student with four
mini-projects:.

Arrangement of available work space.
Internal communication.

Reference library facilities.

Participation in the management of the E3 Program.

While the students and faculty advisers worKed on the miniprojects, the main tasks of project selection, grouping of
students and faculty advisers, and writing of proposals were
started.
,

First, problems are identified and presented

(them.. .day be originated by students or faculty), interested

;

students.Od facultyAkscuss these in groups; and form a
working'group (4 to'6 Students with 2 to 1 faculty members'
.and pos,sibiy a graduate intern)-to atlempt solution of the

problem in a projectl; A preliminary proposal isjollowed
by an'intensive study period and this culminates in writing
the proposal.

.

This document contains:

Problem definition.
'Proposed mode of attack:

Retources brought to the problem.
New informOion needed..
Proposed time schedule.
4

.

Proposed budget.

In,addition, each student has to_submit an individual ptan
of study needed to fulfill.his role)n the project.

This is

developed by the student-with his indlvidual adviser and the
Program Design Committee who are responsible for supervising

the student's pogress.

The preliminary proposal-and, later, the propOsal are submitted to the Review Boa'ed consisting of faculty and some students
.

not connected with the particular project.

The"Board evaluates

the appropriateness 03f"the problem, the proposed method of

attack, and-the probability of ichieving the expeeted outcome,

The Review Board also keeps informed about the progress

of the project.

(See Chapter IV)

The FacultY
Representation is sought from each 'academic departMent on a
rotating basis.

While the E3 administration insists on a

partrtime participation by fatulty-members So that each.staff
Member preserves close contact with his department, it seems-

to be Important.that each.E3 staff member.be-a volunteer in
Order that the enthusiasm of the staff be preserved.

Dissemination of Information on E

3

Apart from publishing reports and presenting papers during
national and international conferences, the most effective

9

means of dissemination of information on the prograrls
thOught to be by personal experience.

Therefore, efforts

are being made to establish exchange and visiting professoi.ships on national and international bases.
1.

atunegration of Science and Technology into,the &Program,
The core of the E3 PrograM is the.project. Ning tb'the
nature of the problems that are tackled, there will always be
a certailf.amount of technical:knowledge that must.be gained

by the project team members in order for.the project to be

.

successfully completed. 'However, the backgrounds-of1the
students and the fatulty involved in a project team will vary
widely.

Some students maY,be seniors With an excellent

grounding in the disciplines,required, but others may be
freshmen with little or no hackground.

Some way must be,.

found in order that freshmen as well as seniors be able to
participate meaningf

y in projectmork.

It has been found thattechnical knowledge is most efficiently
icqufred by the use of educational packages known as "modules".
A module consists of a set of learning instructions.to the
student designed so that he will be able to. attain certain-

clearly specified learning objettives.

These instructions

typically consist of sets of readings of textual materiaf,
the coMpletion of problems and exercises, or the performance
of experiments.

Each module is written so that an average

student taking it will!spend about 10 hours of study time.

The student, however, proceeds thrqpgh the MoOule at his own
pace.

Once he feels that he.has met all the learning

objectives, he takes a mastery examlnation.

In order to

pass at the masterY level, approximately 90 percent accuracy
is required.. This would be equivalent to an "A" in a con-

ventional program. if the student fails to meet this standard, he must continue to study and try the examination again.
Only demons.trated mastery is recorded; there is no penalty
for.failure.

A student may repeit an examination as many

times as is necessary to demonstrate mastery.

N

Modules were written by the E3 facultyfrom the.mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and engiheering departments at IIT.during

theprst year'of the. program.

These are being evaluated

and some will be rewritten by students as flaws are:detected.
The "-common core" curriculum was analyzed.and broken down

into learning unitt, the modules were then built up around
these learning unfts.

.

At the present time, most of the

fr\Fshmen.and sophomore-level Weigial in the common core
(See Chabter.III)

cut4iculum exists in modular form.

As students began to formulate project proposals and to work
on problem solutions, need Offen arose for advanbed material
that is ordinarily presented only in the junior or senior
.

0

years in the conventiopal program.

Examples are fluid

dynamics, advanced cilculus, solid state physics,gmaterfals
science, etc.

Need also arose for materfal that is not

presented in the conventional curticulum at all, such as.
meteorology, etc.

Modules in these areas were written bn

demand by both faculty ahd students.

In certain areas, At

was found to be more economical to present material in
seminars rather than in modules.

Seminars are smal

cussion groups led by faculty members.

dis-

(See Chapter.

When the E3 Froiram has run for four years, students of all
four years will be involved on project teams.

Freshmen will

participate in the same project alongside of seniors.

It iS

not expected that freshmen be able to particlpate at.the
same level of sotihistication as seniors, but that they Should

be able to understand what is going on at a qualitative or
.

at a basic level.
t,

In many projects, knowledge must come from the project.

advisers themselves.

The wisdom and experience of the faculty.

are often crucially important in solving technological IWOblems, formulating experiments, ind making tests.

This

,

faculty-Student communication is something that students.
in more conventional programs often do not encOunter until
graduate school.

1

The humanities and social sciences have had a traditionally
limited role in engineering education.

A clear distinction

has uSually been drawn between them, as "l,iberl arts,"
and the "basic sciences and mathematics."

The latter have

received strong emphasis as essential components of an
engineer's skill:base.

The former, while recognized as

important attributes of the liberally educated citizenschave
not been regarded as central to or integrated within the
engineering curriculum.

One purpose of the t3 Program is to provide engineering
education more closely related to engineering practice. .The.4,-

project setting within which most E3 learning takes place
is expected to prepare the student for an emergent careers.
pattern in the engineering profession.
the E

3

A second purpose of

Program is to integrate thelearning of basic 100*-

,ledge'and.skills totally into the project context--the
desine eto seek new information and understanding is stimu-

iated by the need to .apply thekto the solution of a problem.
yne goal is ta develop a-habit of ,close working-learning

reitionships which will,be of significant benefit to the
graduate engineer throughout his career.

Finally, the.E3

Pr9gramdhaities.problemdefinition as the trigger, for
project'selection and solution implementation.

A detailed

examination of the project "setting" as a prelude to. pr:oject

proposals is intended to insure that each project is needed,
relevant, useful.

The goal is ,an engineer not restricted

to technical implementation, but also aware of the significance of his contributions in terms of an extra-engineering
,

scheme of values.,

The E3 Program requires intimate involveMent of the social
sciences arid humanities throughout, not merely as fgeneral

educationr or "second stem," but as contributors to the

success of all the edu-Pional goals of the program.

During

thl course of the students' involvementjn E3 projects,

:12
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they are exposed to resource persons, faculty advisers and

fellow students from a variety of non-engineering disciplines
and are required to incorporate ideas, techniques and infor-

mation from these disciplines into their projects at every
stage from conception to implementation.

The students

should acquire:' the ability to define goals; the setting of

evaluative standards for perfprmance and-the measurement of

goal attainment; the:security'to makethoices among technitally feasible alternatives in terms Of eXtra.-engineering
criteria of benefit or harm; and.,\Ttimately,..the enrich-

ment and strengthening of the personal system of values
which technical skill:and professionat:exiiiiitise mutt serve,.

The.project contextiofeducation in L3 Provides,a means for
effective integration'of the social sciences and humanities

f'

into engineering education because tile Soda \sciences:and

humanities are necessary toeffective project completion'
and, are readily seen as relevint,by-the students intiolved

in the projects. .While the stUdeni is not.expected to be
trained as a social.scientist or humanist,.neither is he
to regard these disciplines merely as risotirces, to be used
-as needed and ignored, otherwise,

Chapter li

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

The E3 Program was offered to prospective students as a
project based curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Science
in Engineering degree.

The program was described as one

that.would emphasize the multifacnted nature of most real

life problems and the need for and importance of interdisciplinary interaction. 'Twenty-nine freshmen were enrolled
into the program in September, 1972.

The E3 staff had planned to introduce,the new :tudents to
the new format through a set.of short term projects.

The

projects concerned topics that the students could relate
The students broke up into foUr groups

to immediately.

tO study and propp,e solutions for (i) an E3 Communication
System (ii) an E3 Resource Center (iii) Student Work

%

Quarters and,(iv) Student Participation in the Management
of E3.

At the end of three weeks, ftudents hed,gone through

the process-rof submitting proposals, generating solutions,
.

implementing recommendations and report writing.

The E3

staff was gratified to iealize that no amount of lecturing

1

,could'have introduced the students to these phaies of
project work quite as.effectively.

Concurrent with work on the shat projetts, stUdents also
-a,-itended-a,--ser-i-es-o-f-eight-seminaroutside resource__

persons fmmindustri, education and government.

The seminars

'had been Planned to give the E3 group some perspectives on
the chosen'theme "The Urban Community: Transportation anch
Pollution Control".

Nbt,all the invited speakers were very

adept at lecturing to student groups', but the students'

learning to look at things through the eyes of responsible
senior...executives and experienced profes(sionals was a,great
v

learning experience..
ij

At the end of this period, each student submitted two problem identifications: one in'the context.of transportation

,
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and the other dealing with pollution.control.

The problem

identifications were largely derived from problems described
by the outside resource persons, but also included other
problems, such as auto safety and snow removal, which were
relevant to students' environment and of great contern to
them.

Groups were formed on the basis of the-problem identifications
suggested.

The formation of groupi involved a "-step backware

in the problem.solving process in that the more,.specific
identifications 'were grouped.together.into problem areas

which were broad enough-to cover several of the problems identified.

This procedure was considered necessary. for two-

reasons..The problem identifications were based on personal
experience more tiian anYthing else - thus importance and

relevance were both interpreted,i0A rather !ubjective and
personal manner:

This hellied students identifY themselves

with the.prohlems, but, objectivity and, a wide,perspecOve

were ionsidered importantattributes Of the professional hy
the El staff.

Going froil.the.mide ranging outside resource(1,

presentations to the rather specific prbblem identifications

and then going'backto a somewhat more general problem area
served to exemplify, explain and compare the different levels
at which a problem may be attacked.

,Beginning in thefourth week of the semester, the six interest groups listed in Table 1, researched their respective
problem areas.in great-depth.

Under:the guidance of the

faculty andovith the enthusiastic :participation of most of

the students, the various engineering, humanistic and social'
aspect's of each problem area were investigated with a view,

to deining a problem that in objective terms was relevant
to "The Urban Community":

After a week of preliminary works

the Auto Safety *Group decided that automobile safety'invol,...A

not only building safer cars, but also.reducing the danger
of drunk drivers.

.

Likewise, .the. Mass Transit Group realized

that metropolttan area rapid transit and inteNcity mas5
transit were twoyather distinct problems and that group
also broke into two Ob-groups.

-13-

Table 1

Area Interest Groups and

Project Groups, Autumn, 1972

Area
Interest
Group

Number
of
Student
Members

NU-Mbe-Of-Fatiat-M66664§-- -kbjict
Group
,Engineering
Humanities
& Phystcal
Sciences

& Social
Sciences

gotamwdarrommoweemmOwAme

%A....,..wasammemeiragmmramme
1E7

Mass
Transit

Coanda
Transit
System
Dual

Mode
Mass
Transit

-Short-

Access

Cl

Auto
Safety
and
Design

Distance
Transportation
UVDC
Steering
System

cf

Alcohol
Detection
Ignition'

2

Interlock
.....111100=11.../101111111111.110.4111101.111

Auto
Emissions

,

Auto,
Emissions.

4

Incineration of
Solid
Wastes

Incineration of
Solid
Wastis

Atcycling
of
Plast'ics

Recycling
2

1

of
Plastics

ONI.Mall.11110011111.0A1.00.01111.1.60P11.116.1mo..

.16

0

7
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1.

Mott of the problem areis were global in nature and required
rather extensive preliminary research before specific

blems could be defined and a proposed solution spelleyout.
Consequently, Project Proposals were not submitted until
the sixth week of the semester..

The proposals were', without/

exception; overly ambitioui and were .returned for revision./

The Inter-City MaSs Traniit Group, for example, proposed

/

to study the Coanda Effect, deceleration,..enty and egress/9
the formUlation of transportation policy and comfort criteria,
all 'within fifteen weeks, with four students who had had tho

previous background in fluid Mechanics.

Even after reviron,,

the proposals remained overly ambitious, but the faculty!

members accepted them in the belief that-this.reatizatioif
would soon be made by the.students and further revisions!:
would be acceptable at that stage,

All proposals were required to spell out individual student
study plans.

Most study plans'were started in the form

;

"I 'expect to learn about electroniCs and fluid pechanics",'

and did-'not list modules to'be mastered. ,This was acce0i-

able to the review boards because the E3 staff had eXpected
the first projects to emphatiie Orofestional skills and also
to help students realize the need for and importance of more
basic,knowledge.: And that was how it happened.

During-the first project period,',the Module -effort was erratic,

but there, was a substantfal, amount Of proje4 related learn-

ing.. In the process 6f-M1gning i-tiortnenerator, the .Solid--Waste Dttposal Group 3tud4ed the chemistry of combustion,
studied heat transfer-and learned to Make a heat balance.
Before deiigning,a steering system,' the UVDC.Group had to study
the Ackermdn mechanism, cornering forces and hStdraulic circuits.

Traditionally, most of these topics are covered in

the junior,and senior year.

They did not require any great

sophistication, and the,activity was well motivated, spon4neous, relevant and Immediately reinforced through application
on the project.

Furthermore, as project work progressed,

students became acutely aware of the limitations imposed

17'
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upon them because they did not know enough mathematics or
physics.

Project motivation for learning on a need to know

basis had clearly been achieved.

An intensive planned

module effort is expected during the second year.
0

1.

The eight project groups were all organized differently.

In

'thePIastic Recycling GrO5Upt.,faclty and students:worked
closely,with each other and each effort was a group'activity..
In the Alcohol Detection Ignition _Interlock GroUp, the
.

faculty wereinvolved only as resource Persons and the student
.

effort was well.coordinated, in, the CTS Group the engineering
\

and llberal arts faculty advisers o7ered Aminar series on.
.Fluid Mechanics'and the.Decision-Making Process respectively.

Fatulty.eXpeciation and student partiOpation were also
equally varied.

Some students confusel freedom with irretpon-

sibility, but mist worked on the projects diligently.

Most

of iheenij.neering faculty who had 'had no previous experience
A

with freshmen tended.to eipect too high a level,of performanee

:nd not,surprisingly, it was the'physicaliences faCulty(with:great exposure to freihmer4 who were most realittic in

.their'expectatiOns.' Intravoup interaction iS discuised in
4_44

Chapter V.
A

By, the end of the calendar year most projects were well de-

fined,and the more,important project related'decisions had
been made.

It was considered appropriate to introduce the

second set of projects at this point.

During the first

.

project period, severalrprojects had already been generated
.by studenes.

Thus even before tile second project period was

Antroduced'formally, a group had already forMed around a new
camera-shutter design. -Another group wai building up around
*lornado detection and a third group was forming with water
quality as its.focus.

.

The student initiative was gratifying.

As a result, however, a unifying'theme wai not possible.
the theme seminar On The City had been-unsuccessful'in
producing student research, lack of a central theme was
allowed to occur as an Alternate approach.

,

As

r.
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In spite of an early,initiative by:the students,,formal

problem identifications and proposai$ were not.prepared
until after the Review_Board reou.ested them..

The extent.

of.the earltgroundwork was,. however, evident in thefact
that fOr mostiroups final proposals had been subMitted
and accepted by February 19. .,The Water Quality Group

decided to continue preparatory work through the rest
.Of the semester as a seM.inWand: postponed project work

X,

to ihe summer and foll_owing:1;00.
.

Beginning in February, several;fseminars were offered.

This was encouraged on the one!hand as a way of bringing
the social sciences and hymerifties staff into the program
on terrain they were familiar% with, and, on,the other, as
7.

,an experiment to see what'sOts of areas of study would,

.

be appealing to the freshma0 students. The overall design
gwas_as unstructured as the fftst semester seminar on The

City had been structured, ,The seminars were a novelty

and attracted large numbrs of students, but the pressures
r.

of project work reduced these numbers significantly.'
(See ChaOter,III)

The pra'ects in the first set were finally completed in
early March and results were presented at seminars open
to all IIT,faculty and students.. Completion and closure
raised spirits ill ell sections aneled to a surge of
P
.epthusiasm.:, Most finalreports.mere not submitted until

'after the i'eseniation and one final report was completed
,only at the. endiof April.

Study plans for the seCond project period were on the
_wholes more:detailed and listed specific modules that.,
students exOected to:master.

Projectrelated learning

Was, however, again important and significant.,

.

Final reports for the second project were submitted early
in May and review was completed May. 11.
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Chapter III
LEARNING MODULES AND SEMINARS,

'To'augment and support the techntai aspects of the educa-

tional base tn the E3 curriculum, sets.of self-paced
instructional guides, termed "learning modules,9 were
,prepared.: These modules replace the conventional lecture-

recitation-quiz format of the engineering curriculUm.with
Iguided and tutored independent study.

They further provide

organtiation:for.thefsubject Matter of a conventionalY
engineering curricuiUm in.the form of self-contained'componenis of short duratiOn.which can be combinedinto

.

coherent, individually tailored .programs for the E3 students.
(See Chapttr IV)

.pilike conventional and "independently-paced-inttructioh"

,

--course material, the module subject matter is not rigidly

sequenced:T-Rather, each module is.prepared with the object
of making.'prerequisite-itUo-a---mtnimum:. The relationship

between module content.and project task iitIgnment_is.
'essential to the motivation forlthe self-paced Study of.
modules.

Close superVision and guidance Ottach student's

advisor and. the Program,DeSign Committee insure adequiie

breadthand depth of stUdy within the total,number Of compleied mOdules required,of'each Student. ,Student portfOlies (profile sheets and progress charts) are maintained
o asstst-tn-the adVism'ent process.

The module concept-permits the faculty to devote-the. major-

ity of their effort to coaching projeCt Work and

dye:tutoring.

to *rec.

The massive tiMe requiremeniiif lecturing,

homework grading, and testing are eliminated in the E3
PrograM., The faculty isc)continually
;

reviiing old, learning modules.

.

generating newt and' :

They are also responsible,

for developing appropriate mastery examinations and for
directtng the efforts of the graduate and undergraduate

:

---..-------^-----11,111
0
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students who tutor and proctor the module mastery Lxams.,

4.0.1.11411.21.011.9rnlt.

The LM'S vary substantially in format, but they all contain
certain common-items.
(1)

1.1

.

:These are as follows:'

A seeof learning objectives clearly indicating the
purpose of the' module. Along with these objectives
the modules which should precede this module in a
logical sequence of study are listed. All modules
are developed with the goal of minimum interdependence.
This permits the student to studY the LM he immediately
needs rather than requiringthat he first read through
an extended sequende of related ideas. Within a
particular area the tactIc of developing one or two
introeuctory.modules andlthen making all following
modules independent.of each other is used.

(2)

Directions for study--Specific page citations in
referenced texts. would be a minimum set of directions.
The directions may contain an extended treatment of a
subject for. which no adequate text is available or
wovked out example problems or programined instruction.,,
Occasionally agape cassette description of a figure,,.'an.example, problem or ascusslon of a theory may beincluded.
If a laboratory.experiment is beneficial
-to 'the understanding of a subject, then directions
for carrying out the,experiment would'be included.

(3)

QuestionS for self-test--these may be located throughout the'LMHstudy directionso'but at the end of the
--modUle an extended Set of questions.is pnovided for
a mastery self-test. The student is expected-to write
out the answuri to title questions,as a_review.

.

,

)

(

The name and location of4the faculty or.student tutor/
'-proctor--This perm administers the mastery examinetion and prqvides ).emedial study material or tutors
.th# student not achieving mastery:f If the module
author serves also as thelutor/proctor, then he'can

_____theek,pti_theinodulesLefficiencyle_necesfr
.

\,

sary at all times that every module be under the
,guardianship of one senior facifity who directs the'
tutor/proctort and maintains the. module's effectiveness.
Every tutor/proctor must pass themstery'
examination hibself with the faculty before he can
work with the students,

EnuinttigLIEJt249121'
\)11e,stepi in.the preparation of a set df leatning modules to

covera ceriain,subject are as follovis:

2
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Corresponding courses in'the standard curriculum are
broken down into skeletal modules by facultfreiponsible
for those courses. The skeletal module is in essence
a very detailed course oiAline which lists (for approximately one week segments) the following items:*
'a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
2.

title
abstract
prerequisite modules
learning units
learning objectives
resource material
directions to the studeh.
exerdises
time required

An E3 staff member is aSsigned to develop learning
mrdules to cover a particular set of courses. He
restructures the content of the skeletal modules and
prepa-es an initial draft. ,A conscious' effort is made
at'this time to insure that a module is-prepared which
is appropriate to the level of the prospectiVe student
uier.
In order to encourage beginning students and
build their confidence with this new type of education,
the first (zero prerequisite) modules are designed to be simple and of short duration.
'The oontents of.,,the first-draft moduleS are correlated
with the skeletal modules, and necessary corrections,
additions, and re-definitions are made. Thought was
given to the idea of having no mathematics modules as
such, but rather to-integrate mathematies into the
science modulesi This approach was ultimatelp.rejected
because of the necessity of cOnsiderable duplication
(for example, the derivative can arise from inany
physical problems) and because the mathematics learned
in the context of; say, dynamics, might not be easily
transferable'bylhe student to an electricity
problem.
Consequently, it was decided to have separate
.

,

mathematicsmodules which would be corequisites to
thesdience modules. Thus, ideally,'the student would
first see-the need for a physical concept in his engine.--ering-project-and-be-referred-to-a -phys-tes

would developithe concept to the point where more
.mathematics was necessary.
If the student had not
already taken the corequisite mathematics Modure he
would then do so andi upon completing it, return to
the physics module.
MOO

* "Manual of Content Analysis," E3 5taff,,August 12, 1071.

2?,,

.

4.

The modules are reviewed by graduate students or
faculty for readability, correctness, consistency of
length of treatment and degree of difficulty, interest,
and aptness of listed prerequisties. The reviewers
confer with the original luthors toward the preparation of a qevised draft.

.

-

The learning modules are made available to students
and are.revised based on-the feedback from students
regarding ease of usage and understanding, time required
for completion, and. correctness of prerequisites.

Initially, the module effort was spread among all ten participating Engineering and PhysiCal Science faculty:

Very soon,

however, by aprocessof natural selection, the module effort'
came to be.borne by two recent Ph.D's and four other faculfy

members.

The E3 experience suggests the preferred'way.for

wrfting modules is io assign the task-to interested and
.

qualified individualt as a.primary responsibility rather than
At present 352 Modules are4,'

as.an ,"alsO to be done- task.

aVailable to Students.

.

They cover over .50%,of_the.common'core_

material.at IIT,and all freshmen,courses Move been Modularized.
tlodlules are also aVailable for certain non-Core maieriare.g.

Material proCessing, Analog ComputatiON, Economics,:Psychology,

Ohilosophy and proposal writing.

Use of Learninillokils
N

If properly selected and planned, each project demands new
knowledge of all .students for the performance of their tasks.

While preparing the project proposal, students list the
moduleivthat ire relevant t6 their project tasks and whith
--they-ex-pect-to-masterlttrfnrthat-projeet-peri-oth--T-he-11-st-,

of modules.is an important part of-the study plan prepared
by the student with the guidance and the supervision of the'
students' adviser,and the

rogram Design Committee.

Students study the'modules at their own pace:

When a student

'

c6nsiders himself as haiing attained all the learning objectives,
he requests an examination.

The examination is evaluated

immediately in the presence,of the student.

If the perfor7

mance in the examination is not satisfactory, immediate

-

P.
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feedback is provided by the proctor and remedial study
is suggested.
aChieved.

The procedure is repeated until mastery is

There is no penalty fOr unsatisfactory perfor.

mance and'no limit on the number of times a student may
request reexamination.

Upon satisfactory perforMance in

an examination, the student is given credit in his profile
for that module and he.oay continue with further module
study.

Only mastery of material is recorded in the

student's portfolio.

Studentlemlatolnpkhti
.3

At the end of the first academic year (April 30), over
three hundred and fifty modules %ad been mastered by
twenty-four students.

Half the student group had

mastered twelve or more modules, and one student mastired
forty-four modules.

The,largest number of modOeS mastered

in any one month period wat eighty-one for February.

An

almost equal number of modules were mastered in Phyiics
(97) and Mathematfcs

(117).

Other relevant data is

presented in Fi4. 1 and Tables 2, 3, and 4.

,

Table 2 - Student Involvement in Mociule Mastery

of Students who Mastered Modules in a Given Area
Monthly
Period

Math.

-Chem.

Physics

pas c
Elec.

'Other,

All

Areas

Areas

.10/72

7

0

11

11/72

to

o

20

2

16

3,

8

12/72

lo

.5

10

3

1/73

4

0

2/73

15

0

7

1

20

3/73

5

1

5

4

15'

4/73

7

0

a

9

16
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Table 3 - Number of Modules Mastered in Each
Monthly Period in Different A eas

rea

Physic's.

-Math.

Chem.
.

Period

Basic
Elec.

i

Other

Ail

Areas

fil

;

/1

10/72

14

15

11/72

22

34,,.

12/72

23

.

:0

o

1
,

.

6

10

29

,

74

2

o

2

1

,

63
,
,

'

1/73

2/73

3/73

.

4

4

16
6

4/734

12

Total

97

0

7

18

0

46

7

1

,

.

117'

30.

31

5

18

81

1

20

12

56

.

,

..

au
e......_

-t

Table 4,- Summary of Learning M

,

u e Study'

Period

Modules
Mastered
by Twelve
or More'
Students

10/72

0

so

I

0

,-"
3/73
12

4/73

4. a

$3.

r
,

20

lb

25,
30
Number of Learning Modules. Mastered,

10

t

35

s

40.

45-

Fig. 3 Cumulitive Distribution Curve.for Learning MOdules Mastered by StUdents as of April 30, 1973
S.
s

e

-
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.1

'). In'Rielly,

students were hesitant-to take mastery exams,

but the hisitation generally disappeared after the first
few mastery'exams.

(he pass rate has gradually imphved

from75% in pecember 1972 to better than 80% aF of
ApH1, 1973. 'Most students like the module format and,

mostimportint, realize the need for and,role of module
study in theirdoverall curriculum.

An accelerated pace

of module study 'is'expected during the second year,
)

Seminars

' There are various areas of learning which are covered

adequately by neither 1earnin94moduies-nor project

tctivity. ,During the first year of the Program, seminars
were employed to. fill gaps left open by'other instructional means.

Seminars were used in three principal areas of instruction:
background,,liberal arts, and skills.

Back.ground

ln.the first instance& they provided background informa.11

tioi) iA fields relevant to projects and:proposed projeCts.

These backgrouncFseminars dealt with the state of the
irt, the basics in various relevant diStiplines, and a.

JoundationUpon which to4bui1d future. projects, :They
inciUded'an,interdisciplinary seminar on The City,
taughf by all .a-facutty frOM.)iberai arts'and.one member
.from environmental engineering,

The theme-areas of the'.

first semester were transportation and pollution control,
in the city, and this seminar was designed to iresent

the various approaches taken-by different disciplines to'
the study Of urban phenonema.

A seminar op Wm...Quality. grew out of student interest
related to'a series of projects connected with.water resources planned.for 1973-74.

A chemist and an environ-

men141.engineer teamed up to provide backgmund-for these

2H?

.

.C4

.
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projects by dealing with water chemistry, pathogens in
water, and nutrient cycles in water.

The.seminar included

information on the procedures of water tisting and a visit
444.,

to the Chicago Sanitary District treatment facility and
laboratories for firit-hand observation.

As the seminar

moved toward'the preparation of 'a proposal, it political

scientist joined to,raise questions about and provide

,

-

information on the role of popUlations interacting with
water.systems.

The third background seminar offered during the ye4r dealt
with Health Care Deliver

in the United States.

This

seminar,grew out of a project concerned with medical diag,

nostic instruments, but was open to all students for use

An futureprojects,

Liberal Arts

.

',A second kind of semi* offered dealt with knowledge from
.tiaditiOnal disciplines in the liberal,arts.- There were
four such seminars:

The Short Novel, Rigtoriesosonalit,

Corruption in the City, and Philosohy_g_Space and Time.
The need or desire for knOwledge in these areas would not
ordinarily be elicited by specfric projects, but the information and skills acquired could prOve useful to a variety
of future projects.

In addition. they fulfill &general

-education function nowhere else satisfied.
fa

eminats consisted of a.series-of weikly meetings devoted
tO discussions, centered about assigned readings and papers
presented by students.

It is worth noting that the SpaCe-

Time seminar was led jointly by a philosopher and a
physicist.

The seminar on Theories of Personality was

conducted by graduate students.

Skills

-

A third type of seminar wai devoted to the acquisition of
skills necessary for the studenti in their project workt

.
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but learned' most readily in a seminar-workshop setting.

There weresix such.seminars: photographyf insirumentation,
Fortran, IITRAN, analog computatton and pre-calculus mathe=
Matics.

IITRAN was taught,by a student who has advanted

knowledge of thit computer language.

The other seminars

were taught byt individual faculty members.

.

Generally, the

format was a, ieries of weekb; meetin0 at which techniques
were aiscussed and students showed their work.

The instru-

mentation seminar used a brief and'intensive format.

v

All of the seminars carried

credit for a student enrolled,

bised on his or her completion of the assigned activities
and participatton in the seminar.

v

IA

.ChaOter'IV
MONTTORING-AND-EVALDATION-----:

In the E3 Program students arereguiarltevaluated'on a'variety of levels for differing-purpotes.

The process pf

eValuationsambe roughly divided into tnive overlam;ing
tiriii-frames1 short term (Weekly to bt-weeklth.iret'ermediate

(semester or project basis); longrapagAyearly or multi,.
year).

,Shoet term evaluation is provided by the faculty project

advisors, learning module proctOrs, fellow students and
the Review Board.

,

Seminar leaders'evaluate their students

on a weekly or bi-weeklyMasis as well asopn the totality.
---of7thetr-work for the-sem-Thar-.----TheAlevi-ew-Board-andthe

faculty project adviiors are priMarily -responsible:For

4

evaluating'the student's performance in his projects.and
in his efforts for the entire'semester.

.

Long range planning

and evalmation.was originally. the province of the student's

own faculty advisor, although this responsibility will now
be shired with. the new Program Design COmmittee.

-P-L2--2---21D"ira11-1921-11t9S-

This committee will consist oflour 'Membirs, one from the
liberal arts and three from engineering and science disciplines considered formative in engineering'education.

the

central,task of the Program Design Committee is.to super-

vise the curOculum of each student by guarding against the
possibility of overspecialization at the expense of comon
core coverage.

The Committee will have the records of each

student's`work (projects, modulet, seminars) and will

suggest different areas of education and exOrience from
those previously undertaken.

The formation of this,committee

is a response to the difficulties encountered by the students'

own faculty advisors in functioning as long range curriculum
planners; it is anticipated that faculty advisort will con;;

tinue as personal advisors and counselors,to their students.
4-27-

3()
A.

e
Review Board

Another important change that has'taken place during this,

Wrirst-year-concerns-thelteriew -Board.

This group ls-respon-

,sible for propact monitoringand evaluatiOh;.it.judgei the

suitability of project proposals,,and bymeansof project
groUp meetings, appraises ongoinglrOjects, interim reports
subnitted by team members,..evaluates the final presentatidn'

and final report, and distributes th

,ptoSot

credit for,the student!s

york.- Originallieach proj ct had-its own. Review.

Board compoted of students1 liberal arts and technicat
This.arrangement was adopted in .or,er to samp e and assess

various methods.of interaction among evaluators and'particiThis arrangement developed two

pants on.project teams:
primary shortcomings.

There!was a lacklof unlform procedures

and 'judgments applied'to the different projects, and the

burden on Review Board members resulting from their own pro-,,

jedt tasks.and other duties were such that important evaluative dectsions were frequently delayed.

The present Review

6-

Board-consiststof stbdents (a-different one for each project)
',ind two permanent fitulty members, ohe from engineering and
one,from the liberal arts.

These two faculty members are

relieved of,project abising duties.

In terms of student perception, the most important function

of the.Review Board is the,distribution ofcredit at the
conclusion of a project.

The 'evaluation process is a co4

operative procedure shared between the students, their advisors and the Board.

Students ',4nd faculty prepare a credit

memorandum for submission tathe Board with credit allocations
for each' student in the areas 9f...Professional Project,

Engineering and Physical Scientes, and Humanities and Social
Sciences.

Any module or seminar credit earned during the

course of the project is included on the credit memo.

Work-,

ing with this document, the Board meets with the entire
,project team' and.makes its suggestions concerning the dis-

tribution ofilours of credit.

If there are any discrepandies

between the Board's recommendations and those of the project
team, they are thoroughly discussed and adjusted to the
4

3t

,

.

Ik

7

satisfaction of the entire group.

See Appendix B for

evaluatioh-forms)

Mt

The Students also have the more-immediate and leSi.collec'-

tive*aluations'of their.fellow studentOheirlearning
moduleproctors:and their faculty project advisort:who
.7

guide them.

'WOrkihg within the.relatively small project'.

groups, students and.faculty quickly coMe to,know and.to
communicate the'strengths and weakness of each other.
N

7.

c.

.

Learning module proctori wilf either plersonallyuassisi or'

.

suggest.soarces of aid,to those students who do not achieVe'
mastery;'obviously, When a

student successfully cOmPletes

a module, this is a form of.positive evaluation.
7

Seminars provide another tource.of evaluatiOn, exposing
the student-to the judgments of others:, generally in a
specialized field' or tecilnique.
.

All evalyators are in

,

,

formai' as well as inforMat contact with.one.another;

judgments that have been formed.concerning a student are
paSsed on td,all members of.the staff.. .In this mannerl,

the.e student is.iubject to a veriet# of evaluations, in
differing settings, that will enable him to some to know
his own abilities and weaknesses.

"Attrition"
4.1

Twenty-nine Students entered the program in the fall of
.072,

Out of these two weretrinsfer 'students of sopho-

more.standing from other colleges and another two were
second semester freshmen transferring from other progrims

6

within IIT.
,t

By the end of the first year, six students transferred
to the regular engineering program and no particular
difficulty is anticipated for any of these.

Ordinarily,

such transfers within the first two years occur frequently'
and these do not enter any of the attrition statistics.
One student is transferring to ,physics and, for family

"1.
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4

reasons, will transfer.to a scilool in-a different city.

Again,mostly for family reasons, one sUccessful.studeni,
decided to enter the.armed iervices,,a plan he contem-

_Plated for_quitemime_Ilmelivem before_enteringAIT._ To_
.

_

_

.

date,there are only three students who, left,the program
0

,

and will have to start over as fresimen if ever theyreenter college.

there are pedpie wnverrOneo6sly look for,a Comparison of

"attrition" from the'O program and:compare it-with attrition in regular IITcurricuia.

Since there are no niodels'

for E3 'students, nor are:.there.any valid criteria.for

selettion of these, it.is a useless:exercise 0 Pursue such.
comparisons. 'Iut even with these filse,measures thec

4.

.prbgraM_seems tolbe_succossful, sinde only three failures
can be.reported out of twentylintne Students... Agai.6-; it

-7should-be"7repo,4ed-that,--transfers-W4thin-the-OrstAw

yearsdo not ordinarily:enter statistimand, therefore,

.lhe 10% lossof students in:the 0 Program issmall com
pared to the over 30% loss in regular.curricUla.

t.

sr,

Lc

Chipter V

E3 EXPERIENCES AND IMPRESSIONS

In moving beyond the-formal 'organization of the E3 Program

to conSider the informal structure and processes, three '
fireas MO be chOsen as especially salient

hr.an

Understand-

ing of the program.- Two of these cokern the faculty-student
relationship in the program and relate to two. aspects of that
relattonship: Student adVisingand teaching..

A third .con.-

cerns the relationships.that have emerged among the faculty

;

in the program.

4'As.indicated elsewhere; theJacultyserve as advisors to4

the.student projeCt groups.

Perhaps the only generalization,

- thatkCan.be made about' the relationthips between students
and faculty-in-tile-project-groups is that-thOsel-re1-at4onships.

are characterized by imMente variation..

Not Only have.

faculty seen theMielves in' a Variety ofroles4 butalsolhey
haVe exhibited

Variety of approaches in dealingivith students.

'In the former'category,* six roles seem to have emerged..

Fac-

'ulty have.seen themselvei as: resources, participihts, father/
mother-confessors

evaluators, upper-division.stildents,:andj

superviiors.

Those who have leen themselves as _Alouilitim -ilulgunaL have

dealt with students largely as producers of demands iipon
their knowledge, contacts, bibliographic-resources, and exL,
pertise.

Their contacts with project students have consisted

largely of occasions upon which they responded to formal requests for information or assistance in rather strictly
defined areas of expertise.
4

Because of the small size of some project groups, a deep
interest in the project itself, or an eagerness to.be an
active part of the project, some faculty have immersed
themselves in the day-to-do; 'conduct of the project as active

ppitsisantt.

'This role has been taken by,relatively few'of

the faculty,,largely, it would seem, because 'of a genuine
;'
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;

lack of time or a feeling,that their acttparticipation
in_the actual mork of the project would overshadow or

intimidate freshman students,

The role of fatheamothltmEntstothas been qikenNby most,

'.'

butinot all,,Of.thedfacultiat one tiMe or another.

The

fact that all .but two. of the students are:6eshmen, with'

.

c

,

typical freshman doubts and fears, has made this

rloTe

/

g%

-prominent one in our fiest'year.

,

The fact that a program

relying heavily upon self-motivatioN self-schedulihg,

.

and ambiguous goals was a novel and uhsettling experience
if not all', Of the students, has also contributed

.for
mos9t''

tO Vie need for such-confessors.

Specialization in this

role emerged as the.year wore on, largely thrdtigh a process

of self-selection.

The ultimate father confesior remains,

of course, the directorlof the program.
0

The role of evaluatér was thrust upon all the faculty,

willing and unwilling apke.. As the.duty of assigning .
credit :or project experience falls dOon project advisors,
individual student advisors, ancrthe Review Coard, we have
6,

all been cast .as evalt-lators.

-

The program is designed to heighten and take advantage.of
the learning relationships that develop between feeshmen,

sophomores, juniors and seniors. It relies heavilyopon'
the ability or those who know to share knowtedee with
those aio do not.

.In

the first year, in which only fresh-

men were admitted to the program, the faculty'were asked to

serve as marjammtl, to provide the formal and informal
kinds of °experience that freshmenlmould normally receive.

Due 'to the fact that faculty were wearin§ so many other hats
.

(especially the evaluation hat),0that considerable demands
were being made,upon their time, and that they had not been

undergraduate students for a long time, they proved, virtually without exception,'incaPable of playing student friend
and mentor.

While this was a problem for some of the

students, who had clearly looked forWard to such advice a d
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assistance, we take faint joy in noting that the problem

,

is self-solving:

finally_t_tte.role ofSupervisor.eMer4ed as one which was

comfortable to'a number of,faculty especially those with.
industrial experience or lots of graduate students.

.

Those

who.sawthei)rogram as,a seriei of research teams tendedO.
View themielves, and to be viewed ky students.in turn, as:

industrial supervisors They,became the actual project
leader's,' whethee'or not they.held that .title within the

group, The projects with vtrcing.faculty supirVision of
-this type-ttowed little difference in termi-of output.or'
anxiety from.those in Which the faculty.eschewed this role.

_The faculty, however, demonstrated greater'anxiety when
the projects floundered and it.a.ppeared that the outdOme
,
would not be a clear'and demonstrably valuable produCt
_

r

or model.

'As different faculty models were encouraged by.the very
design of the program, we did not,feel it appropriate to
impose,any particular patterns of exchange with the students;
.even had it been possible.

Thus faculty were allowed to be'

'direCtive ornon-directive, supportive or non-supportive,
formal or caival with'the-studetits.

Some faculty ire Called

.by first names, some are called at-home.at 'night, some lunch'

-with students, and so-forth. 'Others remain aloof, but still
effective
Teaving.the

Someyemain aloof 'andipeffe4iv;--they will be
rogram of their own,vdlition.

With each project\having two or more faculty as advisors,
the combinations of\r!lationships which emerged-Wire numerous.

Despite the short7run disadvantages which arose from

such,unstandardizedlelationships (incorrect information,

conflicting orders, misundtandingi, and so forth), the
students came to have an undersanding of the faculty as
persons, beyond the merely functinal ilnderstanding which
characterizes,much of what passes :for student-faculty con-

tacts. 'The faculty are not Seen as-information-imParting,

36 \
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evaluating, and directing functions.
not seen as learning functions..
a

:0

And the students are

This, it seems to us., is

a critically importet goal which we shall try to:maintain
as new students are admitted'and4the faculty-student ratio
eo

.1

et

4

changes.

r.

The second major area of faculty-studen't interaction.that

hasemerged as interesting for observers )s that dealing
with the,actual teachtng that goes on in E

3

For'manf

.

,

,

years, college teachers' have-complained about the fact

that traditional classrooms have had a teacher;student

1
4

ratio that renders effective teaching difficult, especially
4

v

on the'lower-levels Of a student's program.
o

fxperience in the El Program has led ut to'believe that

.

thiA complaint is 'an oversimplified, if.not'inaccurate,

We'have discovered that the elusive,paradise of low facultystudent ratio has remained, in many cases, elustve, even
When faculty-student ratio is greatly changed:

There ore

three reasons for this sUuation, one of which'is peculiar
to the program.

The other two factors are true for more

common reasons.

-The program has been,staffed by faculty borrowed on a one,

third or two-thirds basis from various departments., That,
is, we have had"part-time faculty teaching full-time students.

Aside from the problems created by the fact thtsEl teaching
can-b4 quite time-consuming; the students have been,faced
,

with rold'models who are part-time participants in the
program.

This has been necessary for several reasons, not

6,

the least of which.are the slze of our grant and ourldesire

that stiff-maintain their-dose relatio4hilis withthetr
disciplines.
cC

10.

.

More important as a reason for the elusiveness of teaching
paradise is the fact tha't, forbetter'Or"worse,.we hive 011

spent a good deal of time and effort pecomin4 effeátiv,i
,

classroom teachers.

Itis not surprising that.the'faculty

drawn to the kogram have been those with a serious intereit

,

t

6,
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in4eaching undergraduates.

As a result, the program has

.

recrUited ficulty who have' developed successfUl. techniques

for classrooms.

Faced with a.drastically different challenge,

.some of the staff,have found that-their best efforts were

:inapproprtatc---On some-Occasions, thuftorty have turned
the project grou0 into classes in'an attempt to impart
,

inforMation,successfUlly.

This is not to say, of course,

that such an approach is nore appropriate.

However, most

of oar teaching has not been done in such settings, and

,

4.he effort-to-vg-WiTrih small groups has gone on.

Perhaps the most Critiol etement of the faculty-student

teachingyelationship which wkhave had to overcome.in the
;irogram is that aipect'dealing wi.th control over the teach-

ing .situation.'.1n traditional clasiroom tiaching,.courses

are'built by faculty, outlined and paced by faculty, and.

evaluated bylaculty.While most universtties by now have
ttudent course evaluation, the power to'offer courses,
deSign Curriculum, and to decide, what shalf be taught in

connection with what has lain wiih thp facylty..'Thit
question
of what goes with what has been seriously ehal,

lehged biour experiences in the program.

Modules have

6een designed to eliminate much of the ossification that
characterizes course,and textbook de ign by making-units
of information as separable as possi le.

That is, we

have succeeded in eliminating unnecesSary prerequisites:

As teachers, however, we still have some firm notions
about what'goes wjth whatt and our Very patterns of'

thOught and-teaching areaffected by ouAxperiences in
learning and in teaching relatively .largt units ,of

instructioncourses.

In the 13 Program, the staff has had to respond to demands
.;

for teaching in terms ofisolated queStions, unconnectedinformation, and on-theTspot isnowledge and i'eferences.

There is no dC4ubt that the staff has been seriously chal-

lenged to examine its assumptions about the inter-connect
edness of,Various bits of knowledge and to face the iact

e

inded connected in

that hitherto unconnected bits

,

'w4Ys tiolat they were.not aware ol.

.This:is not.something

entirely novel to the staff, asiMost of. them.have had

expertence.withlaboratory.andifield-researchi or.consult

ing. ,Whathas been noveris 61-KfraVed-liftWthis chaTlenge fn t;e Oily and repeat d act of teaching. freshman
ttudents--ttudentsr,relatively/free'of"assumptions,And.

ireconceptions'abOut the ord:r or.context,in which forml
knowledge is gained.
rl

ForAyany faculty, this lot 1of control over,the context

of knowledge presented et rious chalien4c.

Most respond-

ed suceessfully, spendingigreat'amounts.of tiMe tryinuto.
explain to stuctents'why o e-bit of infOrmatiOn Wai-part of
somithing-larger.

In th i very effort, 4raoulty discovered

:ways'of rearranging.subj ct matter that maY never have.

occurred tofthemln,the Inamal course of classroom teghing:
,There As agreat lj.keliood that their classroom teaching.
will change;as a retiO.of E3.

A few ciid not successfully

survive the challenge, it must:be.admitted,,and they look
forward to a return to.the orderly and autonomous world'

of the classroom; 'What was universallyAiscovered.is that
responding to demand learning is time-consuming.

After

all, demand learning, while advantageous to the student,

also implies the presence of one upon whom the demand is
made, the presence of a responding teacher.

t

Self-paced

learning modules could not satiify these demands by
themselves.

It

,

has been'anticipated froM the inceptidn of the program

that some faculty will find ft diffiCult to adjust to.the
E3 processe
,

Occurred.

Some7attrftion was expected-and-i-indeed,

Thisattritlon should not'be'confused with the

planned rotation of some of the faculty each year, but it
is connected with that process.% Faculty members who are
C)'. too 'directing, impatient with the,pace at which different

students.learmor perform, or, who are too tied up
,

designing "gadgets" 6r pet solUtions are ind'apable Of

.037,-

Adjusting to.the true problem sorving process.

Some of

the,faculty members from engineeritig, therefore; rationalize

Olat they will no,t be'rewarded by administration forpartiocipation in the 0 .Program* and'expreSsrthe wish to go bec
---to-regular teaching; research4=mrlting books,7etc:

Ourin4 this first year Of exPerience,the faculty' attrition
rate was, not greater.than anticipated.

From.theIngineering

and physical sciences; out of 10 pert-time faculty, 4,ficulty
are being eXchanged.

From the liberal"arte faculty of 9,

2' faculty are being exchanged, with & reduction or 1.. One of

-

the liberal arts faculty members is leaving IIT for personal
reasdns.

Underlying the different ways,in which the facmWrelated
to 'the students, both as teachers and aiiadvisors, were snme

tastOaify,differing conceptions on several basic Issues
regarding th7e7university.

These'differenceCbetathe apparent

when the pro-spective faculty first got together to prepare

for the firstyear of the program, the planning year,.prior"
There were varying

to the arrival of,the first st4dents.

views of what higher education is, what,undOgraduate students
are,'what the role of the ulltversity in, socfety is; what the

eppropriate 'social atmosphere for learning is, and even wlhat

a full-time position on the faculty means in terms of commitment of time and energy.
1`.

That these-differences quickly emerged, generally op the
4

,,

.

implicit rather than the explicit level, was not surprising,

in view of the fact that the planning'year involved a large

Vow) of faculty drawn from the sciences, engineering, the
social,sciences and humanities.. These.questions provided
0

the ground for some serious clashes during the planning

year, especially during the summer preceding the academic
:!;

,

* Thq assumptton is not true. Successful participation in
the EJ Program has been rewarded by offertng tenure'and/or
advancement and certainly salary raises after the first
year of participatton.

o

A
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'year of planning. .:Tche parti.cipatingfaculty'Were, however,

by genathe pluraifsm as the'Aiscussion

Moved from issim.to issue.

Thatrit, many of.the istues
A

.. were cross-cutting.

1

As the planning year prOgret.ted, the

faculty became increasingly Ousywith,establishing the. nuts
;

and bolts.ofthe,programi

In'Most cases

disagreements

were repressed rather than resolved.

We quiclly learned, however,.that the repression of conflict could.not lob Eonfused with its resolutiOn, and that

agreement on4atticulars-was wholly cOnsittent with.disa.;

greement on basics. The basic disagreements'reemerged in
two different ways when the students appeared and the
fiOst academic year got undei; way.

First, despite our

best'plans, there inevitably arose questions for decision
that had dot been Anticipated. ,The relative emphasis on
,

projects, modules, and seminars,was one of these.

Another

1

had to.do with the appropriate indices of effort and

progress on the-part.ethe ttudents.

Another involved

the,relationship of the program to the.rest of the university.

.

Secondly, when implementation of our plans !became our

-

primary activity, .We fOund'an inevitable disjunction

between theory an&prictice, We quickly'discoVered that
there were among,ui talented ,practitioners and talented'

theorists, but that these talents were noi,so-commonly
joined in the saMe persons.

Those whose fundamental.

orientations were based on praxis ofted proved to have
the more ro,..ly answers when novel and unanticipated
'problems arose.

Indeed, the day-to-day card of the

program has lain primarily with those whose orientation
was.practical.

As the plannidg progressed, we also discovered wide varia,g

tions in the commitment to collective action and collec:Ave decision-making on the part of various faculty'members.
a

Fortunately, a program of the complexity of E0 made it

possible for us to engage in a considerable degree of

41
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divisiOn of labor.. This was a valuable device for avoiding

stressful friction and disagreemot on basics.

It shoul0.

also be noted that the basic.diiagreements that were and
are exhibiied .are of such. a 'i.undamental:nature thai they,

do not,Tend themselvei to the development of consensus'
among'a group of faculty from different disciplines.

These

bitic issues are likely'to remain wilth the program german-

entlyuand those of Us.who thOught that the programcould
not go forward without.4naniMfty hee sipce reconsidered
thiioposition, having diScovered.that serious and important teaching and learning' proceed *Iva less. than "best".

of all poss.:We wOrlds.

7
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Abstracts of First Year Projects
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,

During the first year students worked on two sets of
projects.

All projects within the. first set (numbers 1

to 8) related to the common theme: "The' yrban, Community:

-

Transportation and pollution Control% :the seiond set of
projeCts (numbers 0 to 13) was initiated in February, 1973.
These projects were,not interrelated.

The abstracts are

quoted under the project,group names.

1.

Alcohol Detection Wition Interlock.

The ltterature was reviewed to establish a correlation be-

tweekblood alcohol and driving ability and between breath
alcohol and blood alcohol.

The Ignition' Interlock described

would.prevent a driver with blood alcohol greater than the

legal limfrom starting the car.

In an emergency the

interlock device may.be by-passed but flashing ligilts would
alert other drivers to the fact.

2.

.

S stem for the-Ur6n VehiCle Pro ect

Steerin

The design of a hydraulic 'steering .system fOr Illinois Insti-

tute of TechnolOgy's entry to.the Urban:Vehicle Design
The proposed design allows ail

'Competition is described:

four wheels 6 be turned sideways for a Parallel parking
maneuyer.

In normal driving conditions the steering mechanism

is essentially conventional.

Safety devices that.require

positive action'to put the Vehicle in the parking mode are'
incorporated.

3.

The'hydraulic circuits are described in detail.

.

Dual Mode Mass Transit

The purpose of the Dual Mode/Bfke 'N' Bus project was to
'suggest animOroved commuter transportation'system through
the use of the bicycle,
1

/

One,area of work was fn redesigning

the bicycle for greaterrstability.

This work resulted in

accessory wheels which were of some improvement,lut could
.not be considered a finalized solution.

The next area of

work was in designing a system for loading bicycles onto
This resulted in a motor-winch-cable system for

buses,

.

4

lifting bicycles from

tile

street to the roof of the bus.
,

The designs were never operative, but probleMs could be
,inated' With more iime and effort, .The final.area ofvork was
on a cover-all suit that would protect.the rider fromcthe

weather.: The suit's construdtion was cOmpleted, but testing:
was inconclusive as to.its,effectiveness.

7

Ex.tentive Work

.and insight were achieved though substantial additional.
development is required.

4.

.

-

.

shcotais

The,purpose of this research,wat*to determine the optimal'

'system.for movingleople short distances.

.*

The System would

be applicable in large parking lots as at alrports or shopping
0

centero'office complexes,'and college'campuses. 'The.system
_Should accomodate lUggage and be smooth, sife, Con4enient:and

inexpensive, 1U:distance covered.is approximateltone half
_mile and high tpeeds are.not necessary nor desired once normal
walking rate has been. surpassed.

Based on aildeal parking-to-destinition arrangement, a scheme.

was developed!or the assignmentof a bus/conveyor system to.
various sections of the

Each system will connect to.a.

miin conveyor which. will then take the passengers to

bution point in the main faciliti

Everybutjof the systm

will.tonnect with the conveyor-trunk line at a stngle_bils

terminal at theend-a the.trunk

Each feeder conveyor from,

within'tilected sections of_thelot will,connect by way of an
ccelerating belt to the main conve,Or at'intervals along the
main belt. This line will be faster than the feeder conveyors.
0

a

An attempt at an improved redesign of the buses presently in

ustat O'Hare ariport was undertaken.

'These buses are repre-

sentative of those,used at many major airports. ,BLis modifi-

cations were'studied in conjunction'with the major thrust of
the.investigation.

4

Coinda Tube System
This report describes project studies to investigate aspects
of a proposed niew type of mass transportation system, based

on the Coanda Principle.

Aspefts researched and described

are: vent position effects, vent aperture effects, and. design/
-

implementation 'conSiderations.
1

StUdies of the Decision Making Process, the Formulation of
Transportation Goals and of Human Factors ln the 'Design ofa
Coarida,TUbe SysteM are also.included.

6. 'Plastic Recycling

7The,PlaStic Recycling'project -had kAualfoCus.
,

One. major

area of effort was, designed to examine the poisibility of a

recycling.plant for household waste plasticsiovhi6h plant

.

mOuld be &mall endugh to be placed withipArban:neighborhoods.'
The.other focus was on the-qualities'of.household'plastic
wastes, and the possible treatment methods for converting

these wastes into Useful resources.. In_thelatter effort,
shredding and heat compacting tests.were\done oh unsorted.
.In addition, a collectiop campaign was con,

Iitted.th a locil housing developMent; ana:the,participants
,

were Uestioned as to their reSOonSes to the_campaign.. A.
simple-laboratory_compactori_was built; and an aisting shredder' (commercially aviilable) Was modified for use with household plastic, wastes.

The retearCh and testing findings were

inconclusive, but indicated that collectioo and procesiing

could probably be established on i Oeighborhoou basis.. Itis doubtful that the operation cOuld'be profitable economin
cally, although it woUld reduce the athouot of household waste
leihich would have to be hauled by'scavengers,-

7.

Solid Waste Incineration

the problem of safe and efficient processing of solid.wastes
is,examined for both the United,States in'general and Mercy
Hospital at 2690 So. Michigan, Chicago, in'particular. ,On
the basis of criteria established', incineration is suggested
t.

16"
1.

as the mo0 promising technique.

MOdificatton of the present

'

incinerator at Mercy was.decided on as the best way of achievini,
the optimum accelitabIe incinerator.

A mode.J.of the iderey'

incineratOr was constructed,.and the proposed:modifications' are

detailed

8.

Auto Emission&
,
_

Using federattandards for hydrocarbons, nitrOgen oxides, and,,
lead as a base'pointkthe project examined alternative modes'of
reduCing emissions fr4bm internal-combustion engines:.

The',,

ebje:Ct speciffCallystudied the effects of temperature of
fntake air on.combustion and emission.

An air heater was designed,

constructed, and attached to a smaitJour cycle engine.

Exten-

.siVethstrumentatiOn.rwastttached to measure 'intake temperature,
extent of combustion', teMperature of exhaUst gas, and .Speed of
_the engine.

Test runs were Made.holiding.engfne:spiei(and,intake-

temperature castant. it:ndingtjndiCaiethatair inlet tempera-.
tire was inversply related tO percentluel combUstion and that
engine speed was directly"reiated to percent fuel combustion.

.

.

.

9.

Camera Shutte]Ellnl

This project is a preliminary study on the feaiability of a
non-mechanical camera shutter.

The main thrust of this project

is in the field of liquid-crystai technblogy.,
3

10.

ttclis&ClatmlALInc..luv_Ati

The following report descrlbes the researCh made by the Noise
Control in Industry Group (NCIG), into the serious problem of
noise p011ution in industrial,environments.

The psyChological

and physiological effects of noise on man were studied.
)},

A

.

preliminary testing ,program'was developed to test various

machines anddetermine their noiie le'velS. 'After preliminari
'testing a spe(iiic michinerwas chosen and re-testd to isolate

To alleviate the noise, a control devlce. '

the noise soUrces.

was,designed and tested.. A cost benefit analysis is also
included.

1t

4 7/

.
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11.

Tornado±_tudj.,

.The Tornado Study project resulted in the preliminary design

of a tornado detection/warning system incorporating the
sferics detection method and an integrated warning system based

.

on fundamental sociological considerations.

12. Vestibulmjintemillna
%

Testing the Vestibular System involves testing the response
,to angular aCcelerations,,and the response to linear accelerations.

The response to angular, accelerations, may be tested by blowing.'

heated air into the ear and pleasuring the nystagmus.

The

'groups efforts were ,directed towardt developing a reliable Air

s'

Caloric0Est 'device and designing'tortion and,vertical swings
-7

44" that could"be used for mechanical vestibular system testing.

The Air-Caloric.test device consists-of a gun which heats the
supply aire'a. Control system that.controls the.temperature of-

the air leaving the thermal gun.and electrodes and recorders
that measure the nystagmus.

An automatic'programmable

sequencing device that automatically.changes the air temperal
ture.in some desired manner was also desigped.
ft

The mechanical test deVice consists of a.combination vertical
and rotary. swing. 'For testing the resOnse to angufar acceler-

ation a torsion spring is used and for testing the-responte to
linear accelerations the torsion spring- is disengaged and

a ltnear spring is used.

e

3

13.

Dual Mode Vehicle

This is a reportlon the design of a mechantcal steering system
and of the suspension iór an automobile Which could.move perlien-

dicular tolts longituOnal axls for.a,parallel paeking maneuver.
A scale model. of a co6entional carmas modified to incorporate
this feature.

Cost esti4tes ire Included:

S.

l
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PROJECT FINAL REVIEW AND CREDIT ALLOCATION.PROCEDURES
PROJECT GROUP' ACTIONS
.

.

The first step inthe project review procedures is.submission Of the
final project report to the' B3 Review Board. At this stage the report has
been appreved'by the project advisors and is'intended for aCceptance without
itiodifiiation., The RevieW Board-returnuthe-project'report.either approved
as submitted or with a reqUesi for revisal.
-

When theTeport is re-submitted ta.the RevieW Board, it is accompanied
by the following documents:
.,

1. TheatiallmgmULIITEL- The credit request form is prepared
by the student, initialed_by the appropriate advisors (project
advisors, module coordinator,. seminar leaders,, and faCulty
adyisors) and submitted to the review board.
It contains a
lieting of credit requested and the activities justifying.
this credit award.
.

Die Facto,..Asieennent

A CIRCE form rating
the contribution of each faculty project adyisor prepared by

the. student.

leStt.TITventor - A CIRCE form for the student to

3.

summarize and evaluate his or her own contribution to the

Troject.
4.

.

The Student.ProJeCt Participalign Evaluation Inventory:- A
C/RCE form fOr the faculty project advisors to summarize and
evaluate each students' contribution.to4the.project. °-The
faculty adyisors independently prepare-this .form for each. student
,
in the project group.
.

5.

The_Transcript Summary,- A short documentoffiich summarizes in
narraive form the student's'project experience explaining
the Credit ellocated.
4
6

6

REVIEW BOARD, ACTIONS

When the Review Board' receives the re-submitted report and the above
documents, it approves (or modifies) item (1) arid the final report. The
appropriate documents are then given to the 0.Administrator for credit
assignment and filing in the student portfolios.

Steering_ Committee

April 6, 1973
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f.

cI

Student.Profect Participation Evaluation InventOry'
,

0 Program 1972-73'

Student Namev
el

ProjeCt:
Duration:

Project Faculty Adivosrsi

The.following ratingi represent the prOject facnity AdVisors
the student's participaO.on in .project.actiVities,

evaluation of

.

Inadequate

.

Fair

Good

.4

OP

,

ExCeilent'

Involvement and commitmeni.

1

2

.. 3

4

Comprehension of project content

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

.,

Ability to integrate and synthesize maieriel 7,
-1

Creativeness, driginality and innovativenees

Quality of team work
Quality of individuel work

,

a

-2

.

2

Overall pioject participati-On rating
11MINIIMPOMMI1v

Comments:

0

.-

S.

4'

4

,

3

4

arbiese

E3

CREDIT man
S.

Student

Project Period

.

Amoti

'0

Project Title).1

Project Advlsors

teview Board Members

.

.

...

Approvals

c.

,
.

.

.

-

-

.
,

.

..j

Credit
Credit
Suggested Awarded

,

Faculty
Adivsors

Project
Advisors

,

RevieW
Boird

.

.

-

.

PrOfessional & Project

...

.

IMMIW
.

.

.

Humadities, Soc ial
Science

"

.
tr

.

'

Engineering and
,Physical Science

.

.

.

.%
.

.

,

,
,
.
,

...-.

,

TOM"

,

.

,

.

,

Module or Seminar

Credit

OK'd by

Module or Seminar

OK'd

Credit

\,

rt.

et

CO

ty

'Steering Committee
-A ril 6 197.1

a

by

FACULTY ADVISOR ASSESSMENT
E

3

PROGROI 197,3.

Faculty Member:
(Ratee)

4,

I

4.
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Student Log Evaluation Inventory

E 3 Project 1972-73

Student/Ifs Name:

Project Title:

Duration of Project:
Today's Date:

----47c

Please summarize your experiences to the above project b answering the following
items. Use your E3.log as a reference in organizing your responSes.
a.

List and describe several oethe resources you found most helpful in your
work on this project.

11

b.

List and describe briefly several idea
your project work.

that you generatee as a result of

r

,

C.

List:and descae briefly several of'the accomplishments that best represent
your efforts ou this project.
.

0
a

t'

a

d.

Rate the quality of your contributions to the project team by circling one:
Excellent

Gooe

.Fair

Poor

Defendyour rating with data from your log and be sure to make reference to
your original contract in the proposal.
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Of 3 ON
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As a result: of your project work, what did you learn?
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